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Why Accreditation Matters
• Quality Assurance: Verifying an effective learning experience and 

institutional stability to multiple stakeholders
• Students and their families

• Employers

• Other higher education institutions for students’ further study

• Taxpayers and society as a whole

• Quality Improvement: Embedded processes for continuous reflection 
and improvement
• Data-supported systems for self-analysis, targeted improvement, achievement

• Ongoing curricular alignment with changing employer and societal needs
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Why Accreditation Matters - 2
• Access to Financial Aid: Higher Education Act (HEA, 1965) looks to 

accreditors to verify trusted institutions
• Federal Title IV aid (Pell, Perkins, other forms of student aid $170B+ / year)

• State-level aid

• Institutional research grants, both governmental and private

• Institutional Reputation: A broadly beneficial endorsement of status
• Recruiting students

• Recruiting, retaining faculty, staff, administrators

• Institutional accreditation: Criteria for programmatic accreditation

• Philanthropy
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Types of Accreditation
1. Regional: Accredit entire institutions within a defined geographical 

region

2. National: Accredit similar types of institutions (career, faith-based, 
for-profit, online) from any location in the nation

3. Programmatic: Accredit specific academic programs aligned with 
various professions (law, medicine, nursing, business, arts, etc.)   
60+ recognized agencies

NOTE: Your institutions hold regional accreditation and may also hold 
several programmatic accreditations.
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1917

WASC:
ACCJC

WSCUC
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1962

In 1885, there was no concept of a community college. By 1962, it was a defined and recognized sector. At that time, 
the Western Association of Schools and Colleges (WASC) defined agencies for three sectors: Senior Colleges & 
Universities (WSCUC); Community Colleges (ACCJC); and K-12 schools (ACS).
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An overview of America’s Community Colleges
• There are 944 public community or technical colleges in the US

• These are served by more than 7,000 citizen trustees
• 36 states have local governing or advisory boards

• 11 states have a state-wide governing or coordinating board; 7 of these also 
govern beyond their community colleges

• In 6 states, a university board governs some or all of the community or 
technical colleges 

• 32 states have a combination of state and local governance

• With more than 113 community colleges in 72 districts, California’s colleges 
are governed by locally elected boards, ranging is size from 5 to 9 members
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Accreditors have refined their focus . . .

Inputs Processes Outcomes
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An analogy: “Will that be on the test?”

Inputs

• How many 
books are in the 
library?

• How many 
librarians are on 
staff? What 
degrees do they 
hold?

Processes

• How is it decided 
what books are 
acquired?

• What is the faculty 
role in determining 
the collections?

• How are the 
collections linked 
to the curriculum?

Outcomes

• What are students 
learning through 
the library?

• How do you know?

• Is it aligned with 
the programs? 

• Is it robust?

• Is it relevant?
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Regarding those outcomes. . .

• Faculty are transitioning from “This is what I want 
to say” to “How do I know you have learned?” This 
is a paradigm shift for some academics.

• Large implications here for faculty development 
plans and resources to create a robust assessment 
infrastructure for the institution.

• Accreditors often have been the change-agent to 
encourage these developments, sometimes against 
resistance.
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Range of Accreditor Decisions for Your School
1. Reaffirm accreditation for __ years

2. Reaffirm for shorter period, with follow-up report or visit

3. Issue a sanction for various levels of non-compliance, often in this 
order of severity:
a) Warning (with two year limit to establish compliance)

b) Probation (expression of serious concern about non-compliance and 
institutional capacity to address it)

c) Show Cause (accreditation will be withdrawn on a date certain unless 
institution can show cause why this should not happen)

4. Withdraw accreditation
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Why institutional accreditors care about governance:

• Accreditors are required to assure:
• Institutional mission (adoption, adherence, fulfillment)
• Institutional effectiveness (student learning and achievement)
• Institutional stability (fiscal strength, long-term viability)
• Institutional integrity (accurate portrayal and delivery of services)
• Institutional operations (leadership, planning, employee culture)
• Institutional improvement (data-supported planning, resource allocation)

• These are fundamental board-level concerns

• The message “You are accredited” goes ultimately to the board

• Accreditation arose from the academy (NOT descended from the 
government) to codify/foster good practice. It’s not an alien intrusion.
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Key Board Responsibilities NEASC MSCHE SACSCOC HLC NWCCU WSCUC ACCJC

Review, approve mission; ensure adherence to and advancement of mission X X X X X
Clear decision-making processes; described and published X X X
Appoint, review the CEO X X X X X X
Empower, support the CEO to implement policy, oversee operations X X X X
Engage in multi-year planning X
Conduct regular education, self-evaluation, improvement of board X X X X X
Ensure adequate resources; fiscal stability X X X X X X
Ensure participation of appropriate constituencies X X X
Serve/reflect the public interest X X
Be independent from external or board minority influences; Primary loyalty to institution X X X X X
Refrain from engaging in operations; clear delegation of authorities to CEO, staff, faculty X X X
Oversee policy and bylaw development X X X X X X
Ensure quality of teaching, learning, academic programs X
Set and comply with Conflict of Interest policies, code of ethics X X X X X

Minimum number of Board members (5) X X
CEO is not Board Chair X
Establish process for dismissing (or disciplining) board members for violations of codes X X

Define shared roles if within a system or district X X X
Ensure that decisions reflect institutional priorities X
Ensure institution meets its legal, fiduciary obligations X X X
Provide that faculty, staff, administration, students involved in setting academic standards X
Ensure compliance with accreditation standards, policies, eligibility requirements X X
Consider impact of collective bargaining, legislation, external mandates X
Act as “committee of the whole;” no single voices representing the board X X
Seek membership with diverse qualifications to meet needs X
Bylaws must specify roles and responsibilities of the board X
Review key indicators of student success; support plans for quality improvement X

NOTES: 
• Regional agencies vary in the 

level of detail they use to 
enumerate good practice in 
board governance.

• Agencies also publish guides
and policies and provide 
training to clarify board roles 
and responsibilities. 

This table is available as a 
handout.
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Seven Board Roles to Ensure Educational Quality
1. Develop board capacity for ensuring educational quality.

2. Ensure that policies and practices promote educational quality.

3. Ensure that learning is assessed, data are used, and improvements 
tracked.

4. Approve and monitor necessary financial resources. 

5. Develop an understanding of academic programs.

6. Focus on the total educational experience.

7. Understand accreditation.
Association of Governing Boards, Overseeing Educational Quality. 2014
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Depending on the nature of the institution, board members are either elected in a 
local election, appointed by an oversight body, or recruited and vetted by the 
existing board through a board development committee. Elected trustees have 
secured their position by garnering the support of a constituency that is often 
defined by a geographical region, by interested organizations, or both. Trustees, 
once elected, must ensure their allegiance is to the college and not to any 
constituent person or organization. Trustees do not represent specific 
constituencies in the sense of taking board actions in favor of their interests. 
Elected trustees are expected to bring to board deliberations a broad 
understanding of the college’s role in serving their entire region and its multiple 
stakeholders. There must be no implied obligation for a trustee to serve the 
interests of a specific constituency over the interests of the broad mission of the 
college. – ACCJC Guide to Accreditation for Governing Boards, p. 7
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Common areas of Board concern by accreditors:
• Balancing the budget, especially during an economic downturn

• Catering to an agenda of a sector of the electoral base

• “Kicking the can down the road” to a later era, to a subsequent board 

• Intruding into daily operations
• Assuming students and faculty are “my constituency” to be heard directly

• Not trusting the CEO to manage, or empowering her to do so

• Neglecting integrated planning
• Not linking budget to student achievement initiatives and strategic goals

• Failure to obtain and use appropriate data

• Using a top-down, non-inclusive approach; little or no “buy-in” on campus
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Areas of Board Concern – 2: 
• High rates of executive turn-over, with loss of continuity, history

• Failure to create a supportive, collaborative relationship with the CEO

• Not holding a CEO accountable for meeting accreditation standards

• CEO evaluations: Too little, too late; punitive versus formative 

• Internal Board conflicts: factions, media leaks, COI breaches 
• Inability to come together quickly to take urgent, well-considered actions

• Loss of governance credibility among internal and external stakeholders

• Neglecting student success
• Lack of an embedded CQI process around student achievement

• Failure to track key trends and indicators, using data to target initiatives
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Areas of Board Concern – 3 
• Ignoring prior recommendations by accreditors

• The federal two-year rule: “two years to comply or terminate”

• It’s unwise to appear indifferent to your accreditor

• For colleges in a system or district . . . 
• Lack of clear delineation of roles, responsibilities between system and college

• Accreditors don’t accredit systems; yet system actions can hurt their colleges
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Framing the conversation:
• Imagine that your college receives a sanction (Warning; Probation; 

Show Cause) from its accrediting agency . . .
• As a trustee, would you have some awareness that this was coming?

• Would you seek to blame someone for this outcome? Who?

• Do you know when your college is scheduled for its next 
comprehensive accreditation review?

• As a trustee, what are you expected to know, or insisting on knowing, 
as your college comes up for its next review?

• If an accreditation team were to commend some key aspect of your 
institution’s operations or outcomes, what might that be?
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Thank you for your service to our 
great colleges!

Richard Winn
rwinn@accjc.org
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